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The Potato tells the story of how a humble vegetable, once regarded as trash food, had as
revolutionary an impact on Western history as the railroad or the automobile. Using Ireland,
England, France, and the United States as examples, Larry Zuckerman shows how daily life
from the 1770s until World War I would have been unrecognizable-perhaps impossible-without
the potato, which functioned as fast food, famine insurance, fuel and labor saver, budget
stretcher, and bank loan, as well as delicacy. Drawing on personal diaries, contemporaneous
newspaper accounts, and other primary sources, this is popular social history at its liveliest and
most illuminating.

From BooklistPotatoes are just about every American’s favorite side dish, be they presented as
an unadorned baked potato or in their most popular guise: the french fry. Sloan-McIntosh has
scoured the world and dug up dozens of recipes that introduce the potato in every ethnic
variation and in every part of a meal from breakfast through appetizer, main course, and even
dessert. Americans used to take potatoes pretty much for granted, but recent interest in
locavorism has introduced all manner and all colors of potatoes in sizes ranging from pebbles up
through softball-sized examples.The author provides a detailed guide to the wealth of potato
varieties and to their many uses. Recipes lean toward Sloan-McIntosh’s own Irish heritage, but
she overlooks scarcely a tradition and includes many Indian recipes. Even potatoes’ South
American roots are acknowledged with a Peruvian casserole of potatoes, cheeses, and chile
pepper. --Mark KnoblauchReviewSloan-McIntosh has scoured the world and dug up dozens of
recipes that introduce the potato in every ethnic variation and in every part of a meal from
breakfast through appetizer, main course, and even dessert.... The author provides a detailed
guide to the wealth of potato varieties and to their many uses. Recipes lean toward Sloan-
McIntosh's own Irish heritage, but she overlooks scarcely a tradition.... Even potatoes' South
American roots are acknowledged with a Peruvian casserole of potatoes, cheeses, and chile
pepper. (Mark Knoblauch Booklist 2011)About the AuthorKathleen Sloan-Mcintosh is an author,
food journalist and the owner and operator of the Black Dog Village Pub & Bistro in Bayfield,
Ontario.Read more
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PageINTRODUCTIONI have always thought that the art of subsistenceshould be the most
serious occupation of man …—Antoine Augustin ParmentierWhy the potato?I must have
answered this question a hundred times since I began this book. In a way I don’t mind, because
explaining my ideas tells me how they sound. Besides, the why implies that my listener is
intrigued, which means we have something in common.The smile that accompanies the
question, though, is another matter. That smile coaxes me to drop my pretenses and say what
I’m really working on, that this potato thing can’t possibly be serious. If it’s history, the subject
must be so dull that I’m afraid to say what it is. Or if I am writing about potatoes, I must be doing it
as a stunt. As a historical subject, aren’t potatoes a joke?Actually, they’re not. I admit that a title
like How the Humble Spud Rescued the Western World invites laughter, but that’s part of my
story. Over the past four centuries, Western societies have feared, mistrusted, disdained, and
laughed at the potato. Even today, we deride it, as in the phrases couch potato or potato head.
The tuber is a homely thing to us, ordinary and beneath notice, similar to what the Spanish
thought when they brought it home from Peru in 1570. Yet from the late eighteenth century on,
when the potato rose to power, it resolved or made more manageable so many problems of
time, space, labor, land, fuel, and income that, without it, daily existence would have been
unrecognizable. Consequently, describing how it achieved such influence reveals how Western
domestic and social life functioned. On a grand scale, the potato affected population explosions
and famines; on a small one, housework and the length people grew their thumbnails.Starting
with the Spanish Conquest and concentrating on the period 1770–1914, this book explains how
the tuber outlasted two centuries of prejudice to become a social force in France, England,
Ireland, and the United States. In panorama, the narrative sketches how people in these
societies lived and died; at ground level, it shows how gardens, kitchens, and workplaces
molded the outcome. To cite one example, Irish land laws forced the peasantry to treat the
potato like investment capital, with disastrous results during the Great Famine of 1845–49. But
without other, less obvious considerations—such as home design, pig raising, and use of the
spade—that devastating equation might not have come to be.Through the potato’s eyes,
therefore, the historian can see social dramas whose details unfold in unusual ways. Whether
the scene is epic or private, whether the action revolves around the potato, or the tuber is a
supporting player, its vantage shows how history played out. Moreover, how people saw the



potato reflects how societies work, theirs and ours. Victorian attitudes toward Irish poverty sound
like those voiced in present-day debates on welfare reform, while what nineteenth-century
American women told their diaries about housework applies to today’s arguments over gender
roles. Less has changed than we think.When I started my research, none of this had occurred to
me. I was intending to follow a traditional approach, to trace the potato’s sway over great events.
Then, in Paris, I saw a statue that inspired me to consider another direction. The statue depicts
Antoine Augustin Parmentier, a late-eighteenth-century pharmacist and agriculturist. It’s in the
métro station that bears his name, which means electric carriages rumble and whine past a
monument honoring a man from a horse-drawn age.The Paris métro offers a few surprises in
decor, but Parmentier’s memorial is particularly unusual. I didn’t expect to find, in a white-tiled
tunnel agleam with lightbulbs, a marble gentleman wearing knee breeches and a powdered wig.
At first, I explained away this oddity by saying that urban monuments often contrast with their
surroundings, but still, that didn’t account for what the gentleman was doing. He was holding a
basket of potatoes under his left arm and offering one to another man. To judge by the second
man’s rolled-up shirtsleeves and a tool held in one hand, he must be a farmer. His free hand was
reaching for the potato, but dubiously. He kept his arms close to his body, and his face looked
suspicious. It was as if he knew the lumpy thing wouldn’t grow and wondered why this man was
bothering him.I was inclined to agree. Nothing grew in that concrete maze several stories below
street level. The tacky mural behind the two statues—brown fields, blue sky, white birds—only
underlined the point. Without intending to, the authorities who put up the monument had made
their hero out to be a crank.How perfect: It’s just what Parmentier’s contemporaries thought. In
preaching the potato gospel, which he did for forty years, he fought constantly against the
ridicule that faced his tuberous protégé: It was poisonous, unfit for human food, a social pariah.
He argued, often in vain, that these beliefs had terrible consequences. Because the French
peasantry trusted nothing but grain (wheat above all) and the bread and porridge that came from
it, when grain failed, famine struck. The eighteenth century alone witnessed sixteen general
outbreaks.Looking at the farmer with the rolled-up sleeves, I wanted to know what would lead
entire populations to risk starvation rather than grow a vegetable. Of course, those people later
relented, sometimes within a generation. French provinces where the potato was virtually
unknown ten or twenty years before the Revolution were supplying the nation within a decade or
two after it. But I wanted to know how that happened, too, and how the turnabout affected daily
life. Parmentier and his singular vocation intrigued me, but the dubious farmer engaged me even
more, as did the woman or women who cooked for him. Food choices help define people, to
themselves and others, and aren’t made lightly. If millions of Europeans abandoned tradition for
the potato at about the same time, they must have had compelling and perhaps similar
reasons.To find out what those reasons were, I delved into memoirs and public documents
about farmers, travelers, factory workers, housewives—anybody who might have eaten, grown,
or cooked the potato, or watched others doing it. This was a lot like ransacking haystacks for the
proverbial needle. Not everybody thinks that what they or someone else eats is worth



discussing. But if haystacks don’t conceal needles, comparing the hay can be worthwhile. It led
me to consider kitchens, especially what fuel people burned and what utensils they had. The
house surrounding the kitchen was therefore worth knowing about, which in turn reflected
standard of living. That included wages, which had to do with occupations. If farming was the
occupation, then the potato’s influence followed from land-tenure laws and agricultural habits.
And so on.These issues cross many disciplines and involve aspects of existence that, at first
glance, seem to have little or nothing to do with a vegetable. Nevertheless, they’re related.
Marriage customs, attitudes toward poverty and the poor, mortality rates, the length of factory
shifts, land hunger—these are only some of life’s facets that the potato story uncovers.
Consequently, though a few well-known historical figures like Parmentier appear in these pages,
most of the characters are represented by the other statue in the métro memorial.Little firsthand
writing survives about these people, far less than about the wealthy or powerful. Much comes
from curious onlookers, which puts a spin on the reporting. That should remind the historian, if
nothing else does, that it’s impossible to reduce life to one universal experience. Writing social
history is like standing atop a mountain and trying to capture the valley in a single snapshot.
However breathtaking the picture, it must be incomplete or unclear, not to say distorted. In
displaying my snapshot, I realize that public surveys are skewed, and that not every farmer who
could write a diary, did. Then, too, those who didn’t might have been more accurate observers.
Nevertheless, I think that my picture reveals patterns. Whether another trip up the mountain will
show them in a different light, time will tell.A word about the scope of this book. Four countries is
a narrow definition of the Western world, and since most of the narrative takes place in Ireland
before 1850 and in England until 1914, my emphasis is narrower still. I could have chosen a
longer time frame—the potato played a crucial role in the world wars, for example—but the
social ideas and changes that are my focus appeared well before then. To have continued would
have risked repetition and, in the case of Ireland and the Great Famine, an anticlimax. Similarly, I
could have applied my ideas to the Low Countries, Poland, Russia, Scandinavia, and the
German-speaking lands, where the potato again competed with grain, except often with rye, not
wheat. But in writing this book, I wished to expound a theory, not prove it in every instance. If
someone else takes it up regarding places I’ve omitted, I’ll be pleased.Besides, perhaps the
most important part of research is knowing when to stop. I take my cue from the late Redcliffe N.
Salaman, whose classic History and Social Influence of the Potato gave me much to think about.
Having studied the potato for forty years, Salaman remarked that he had left more questions
unsolved than anyone had ever thought existed. He hadn’t planned to spend forty years on the
potato; neither do I. As he said, people question your sanity if you devote your life to “so banal a
subject.”My readers, I hope, will come away recognizing that the potato is anything but banal. If
they believe in my sanity too, so much the better.1TREASURE OF THE ANDES… a scarcely
innocent underground stem of one of a tribe set aside for evil.—John Ruskin,Just before the
First World War, an American explorer traveling in Peru witnessed an ancient agricultural
ceremony. The celebrants were Quecha Indians, descendants of the Incas. The place was a



hillside potato field near La Raya, a town 14,500 feet above sea level. Day had just dawned, and
the air was bitter cold.The field had been marked into squares, separated by furrows fifteen feet
apart. A long line of men stood by, waiting, their ponchos removed to free their limbs. Each man
held a long-handled spade to which footrests had been lashed. Facing each pair of men was a
woman or girl who remained fully covered, as the explorer imagined that modesty required. At a
signal, the men shouted and leaped forward in unison, driving their spades into the soil. Once
these “plows” had broken the turf, the women and girls turned the loose clods over by hand, and
the men worked their way across the marked field.The American explorer noted that though
plowing was “hard and painful” work, the community effort made the task seem joyous. Everyone
pitched in, and those who couldn’t keep up were teased. This spirit impressed the explorer, yet
something puzzled him. The Peruvian landowner supervising the work wore European clothes
and was, he remarked, “evidently a man of means and intelligence.” A railroad even ran through
the neighborhood. Nevertheless, Western progress hadn’t changed agricultural life at La Raya.
The explorer saw no modern tools and was told that the Indians would use only those their
ancestors had possessed. He guessed, then, that this kind of plowing went back before the
Spanish Conquest.He couldn’t have known what an understatement that was. Some scientists
now believe that wild potatoes grew on the Chilean coast thirteen thousand years ago, an era
before any human agriculture. The profusion of wild species on the altiplano, as the central
Andean highlands are called, suggests that the plant traveled upland soon afterward. Granted,
soon is a relative term in a thirteen-millennium span, and humans didn’t cultivate the new plant
right away, but its age as a domesticate is still very impressive. No later than seven thousand
years ago, Andean peoples farmed potatoes, possibly on the northern Bolivian altiplano
between Lakes Titicaca and Poopó. Seven thousand years predates the oldest known cities in
Mesopotamia. The Inca empire, if it existed today, would be about seven hundred.A Spanish
woodcut from the late sixteenth or early seventeenth century shows the Incas plowing in much
the way the American explorer saw. In the woodcut scene, work has stopped for a refreshment
break. While the laborers lean on their spades or crouch on the ground, a woman brings them
chicha, or corn beer. The seventeenth-century Jesuit missionary Bernabe Cobo described
plowing as a festive occasion, like a wedding, with people chanting rhythmically to the rising and
falling tacllas, the spades with footrests. No doubt the chicha satisfied parched throats and lent
force to the singing, which, Cobo said, could usually be heard a couple of miles away. But
however antique these traditions seemed to the Spanish—or to the twentieth-century scientist—
their true age must be far greater. Even if the Incas designed the first taclla, they couldn’t have
been the first Andean highland people to plow like that. The spade is ideally suited to the
altiplano’s topography, which suggests the potato has been raised that way for thousands of
years.What the Spanish also didn’t realize when they ran across the potato, no later than 1537
but likely four years earlier, was what tremendous wealth and power they had found. They aren’t
entirely to blame, because two centuries passed before the West exploited the potato’s gifts to
any significant extent, and nearly two more centuries elapsed before science could even explain



what some of them were. Nevertheless, the Spanish should have paid more attention, because
proof of the tuber’s remarkable character was all around them.First, anything that lives on the
altiplano, windswept valleys and plateaus that lie at least twelve thousand feet above sea level,
has to be hardy and tenacious. This is no less true for plants than for humans. The thin
atmosphere lets the daytime sun radiate unimpeded but provides no insulation at night, causing
radical temperature swings (highs of perhaps 62°F, lows of freezing or less) within a twenty-four-
hour period. Not only does this constantly interrupt a plant’s physiological processes, it means
that frost may occur in any season, the likelihood increasing with higher altitude. Half the year,
little or no useful precipitation falls, and a shifting weather pattern may bring local drought for a
year or more. Under such conditions, wheat, corn, and barley stand almost no chance of
reaching maturity. Few trees grow, and most vegetation is close-lying and dwarflike.But the
potato thrives. Its starchy tubers feed the plant during all but the most severe frosts, and during
droughts up to seven and a half months. The hardiest species can cope with life at fifteen
thousand feet, probably a world record for food crops. The potato grows in even the poorest soils
and in every conceivable habitat, a precious benefit on the altiplano, where soils are thin and
lack nutrients more common at lower altitudes. The domesticated potato also has more wild
relatives, 230, than any other cultivated plant, which allowed the early highland peoples to select
varieties that fit local conditions. Similarly, since the mid-nineteenth century, Western plant
breeders have profited from this array by introducing disease-and pest-resistant South American
strains into European and North American stock.For good reason, the potato was the center of
the altiplano diet. Arable land was scarce, generally arranged in narrow terraces from which
farmers had to coax high yields without plows or draft animals. The potato met that need by
bearing many tubers to a plant, tended only by a spade and human hands. Keeping and cooking
food were also difficult, because fuel was even scarcer than land, and frost could ruin anything in
storage. Potatoes, containing about 80 percent water, were particularly susceptible, but the
highland peoples turned that to advantage. They let part of the harvest freeze overnight and
squeezed the water out to obtain a freeze-dried preparation called chuño. Today, we think of fast-
food potatoes as french fries, but chuño, whose recipe is at least several thousand years old,
softened rapidly in boiling water and was quickly ready to eat. Unused, chuño stored in a sealed
room for up to ten years, excellent insurance against famine. In addition, once on the table, the
tuber gave superb value. Science now knows that the potato supplies all vital nutrients—
including, in its fresh form, vitamin C—except calcium and vitamins A and D. One acre’s worth
provides more than ten people with their annual energy and protein needs, something that can’t
be said of corn, wheat, rice, or soybeans.This was what the Spanish brought home around
1570, waiting more than thirty years after they first happened on it. At that, the potato probably
crossed the Atlantic as an afterthought, a curio stuffed in a pocket. Three years later, it began its
European career, feeding patients in a Seville hospital. But had the Spanish only known it, the
curio offered a map to Europe’s future, because in time, the potato would leave much the same
mark as it had in the Andes. It would yield a huge amount of food on little arable land and in thin



soils, a boon to land-hungry peasants and a safeguard against famine. Since a spade was the
only tool necessary, wage-laborers and even urban workers would raise potatoes in their
gardens. (Even the spades would sometimes look like the taclla, and the planting beds resemble
those at La Raya.) With milk or dairy products to furnish calcium and vitamins A and D, the
potato would anchor a nutritionally complete diet that many Europeans would have lacked
otherwise. The tuber would also prevent scurvy, benefiting populations that had little or no
access to fruit. Finally, the potato would supply cheap, quick meals requiring little fuel or
equipment—fast food again—qualities that accommodated lower-class kitchens
especially.However, in European eyes, many of these advantages were the potato’s undoing,
because it became known as food for the poor. In this case, the Conquistadores were partly to
blame, though not because of their general reputation as loot-hungry brigands, blind to anything
but overt wealth. Blind they were, but it’s hard to imagine anyone in 1570 predicting that the
world’s annual potato harvest, today valued at more than $100 billion, would be a much richer
haul than all the gold and silver the Spanish could take from South America. The very idea would
have made any European laugh, even in the late eighteenth century, when the tuber’s potential
became more apparent. Rather, the Spanish appraisal of the potato wasn’t a missed investment
as much as it was social prejudice. They decided that if their New World underlings relied on the
tuber, especially to replace bread, it must be inferior.The prejudice most often emerged
indirectly, because, though the New World’s Spanish chroniclers rarely mentioned the potato,
they usually did so to praise it. One called potatoes “a very good food,” whose insides were like
boiled chestnuts; another said they were “floury roots of good flavour.” Only Bernabe Cobo, who
thought the Peruvians would eat anything if it didn’t hurt them, including “a thousand different
kinds of repulsive vermin,” dissented. He called potatoes one of several “very ordinary” foods
that replaced bread—except when Spanish colonial women prepared them, and “the most
delicious fritters” resulted.Despite the potato’s proven qualities, the general view was that it
belonged to the conquered peoples, and they could keep it. Pedro de Cieza de Le6n, the most
perceptive and sensitive Spanish observer, whose Chronicle of Peru (1553) was widely read,
wrote how people “would go hungry if it were not for these dried potatoes,” meaning chuño.
Cieza approved of how the Inca state had collected chuño as tribute to secure itself against
famine. Yet all his countrymen did with that knowledge was to use it against their subjects. When
the Spanish discovered the fabulously rich Potosf silver lode in 1545, their merchants bought up
chuño and resold it to the miners, who were little more than slaves. Cieza said many Spaniards
made fortunes that way and went home prosperous men. One wonders whether they would
have dared exploit a Spanish staple so brutally, but the substance of their actions and the timing
reflect a certain contempt. Cieza was writing seventeen years before the potato reached Spain,
which means that the merchants had no thought to bring the secret of their wealth back with
them. Chuño was slaves’ rations, and both it and the vegetable it came from were unfit for
export.Which explains why, seven decades after the Spanish saw their first potato and three
after it had crossed the ocean, one chronicler of colonial life could call it “a delicacy to the



Indians and a dainty dish even for the Spaniards.” Not only was it newsworthy that the two
peoples could share the same food, the comment implies that in Spain, the potato was still
exotic and of doubtful worth. Almost thirty years later, a different historian recorded a similar
remark. If Spanish readers needed to be repeatedly reminded that the tuber was good food, little
had changed in nearly a century since the explorers stumbled on it.A blanket disdain for
indigenous foods doesn’t explain the delay, because Spain was avid to adopt a different New
World root. The sweet potato, a vine in the morning glory family, returned to Spain right away
with Columbus, after his landfall at Haiti. From 1493 on, Spanish ships bound for Europe from
Haiti and other points west carried sweet potatoes in their holds. A variety found in Darien
(Panama) was brought to Hispaniola in 1508 and within eight years, Spain. King Ferdinand and
Queen Isabella may have liked them enough to have had them planted in their court gardens.
Their son-in-law, Henry VIII of England, liked them too, but for a reason they would have
deplored: Supposedly, he thought the plant was an aphrodisiac.If Henry believed that, he wasn’t
the only European who did, because the myth lasted far longer than his stormy marriages. The
“venerous roots” from Spain supplied English banquets decades after the king’s death, a fashion
that Shakespeare’s pen noted before the sixteenth century was out. In The Merry Wives of
Windsor, Sir John Falstaff, thinking he is about to bed two women at once, cries, “Let the sky rain
potatoes”—and the date the play was written makes clear he’s referring to the sweet
kind.Europe, and Spain in particular, chose the sweet potato over the Andean for social reasons.
First, the all-important question of origin favored the sweet potato. It came from the lush
Caribbean islands and the Central American isthmus, whereas the altiplano was a rude place
whose barrenness aroused comment from every Spanish chronicler. The Spanish range most
like it, the Pyrenees, has always been a poor region. Then, too, the sweet potato was a rich
person’s food because Spain was the only country whose climate supported its cultivation.
Rareness and expense, besides that quality Henry VIII appreciated, lent it chic. Also, “the most
delicate root that may be eaten,” as the sixteenth-century English mariner and slave trader John
Hawkins called it, suited European taste. Sweet novelties like vanilla and chocolate were just
then coming into vogue. Cooks built meals around “sundry outlandish confections, altogether
seasoned with sugar”—tarts, gingerbread, marzipan, jellies, conserves, and the like. Henry ate
his sweet potatoes in heavily spiced and sugared pies, a fashion that survived at least until the
1680s.The Andean potato had no patrons, no advocates, and no special powers (though its
rival’s occult reputation rubbed off on it through confusion). Rather, the Andean tuber reached
Europe with a fateful verdict against it: Only the wretched eat this root. But if the Spanish handed
down this judgment, other societies accepted and enlarged on it. Vestiges remain today. In 1991
the United States ranked fourth among the world’s potato producers, and for many Americans,
dinner isn’t dinner without spuds. Yet ethnic jokes about potato-eating peoples remain current,
as do mocking phrases like couch potato or potato head, and such expressions aren’t unique to
English. The French say that a sluggard has “potato blood,” or that someone with two left feet
“dances like a sack of potatoes.” Such jokes are much tamer than references to slaves or



amazement that upper and lower classes could share the same food. Nevertheless, the
commentary comes from a common source, and its beginnings are four centuries old.By 1600,
after spending three decades in Europe, the potato had entered Spain, Italy, Austria, Belgium,
Holland, France, Switzerland, England, Germany, and most likely Portugal and Ireland. But that
impressive-sounding itinerary is deceptive, because in none of these eleven places had the
wandering tuber found a true home. It was strictly a garden crop, unworthy of field cultivation
alongside grains. Almost the only people who grew it were botanists, often not even in their own
gardens, but those of their noble or wealthy patrons. Had these scientists not shared the tuber
among themselves, it would have crossed fewer borders and left its imprint even later than it did.
How ironic that a vegetable destined to mold and sustain lower-class life owed its initial
presence to privileged caretakers. But where the botanists saw an intriguing plant, the people
who needed it most, Europe’s hungry peasantries, saw evil and refused to touch it.This
uncommon hatred began with the plant itself. As botanists described it, the potato of 1600 was a
beautiful but savage-looking thing about the size of a small bush. Its grooved, thick, slightly hairy
stems grew anywhere from two or three feet tall to twice that height and shot out profuse foliage
of pale green leaves. Within three months of spring planting, the branches split into two pedicels
apiece, each supporting a few flowers that released a rich perfume. The blossoms, a striking
bluish purple with crimson stamens, formed angular, five-sided stars about an inch across. As
the plant matured, the flowers gave way to clusters of ridged, green berries, which turned either
black or white and contained many flat, round seeds.Meanwhile, mysterious workings were
happening below ground. The main root had branched into a whitish network to which long, thick
fibers were attached. By autumn, the fibers had sprouted tubers, sometimes fifty or more to a
plant, but the biggest weighed no more than an ounce or two. All had rough skins, red or
yellowish, and pitted with deepset eyes. The smallest were mere nodules. They had a thin white
covering and looked as if they hadn’t ripened. But large or small, the tubers possessed a strange
power: If replanted, they sprouted.To the layperson, all this was terrifying. For one thing, every
other edible plant reproduced by means of seeds, not grotesque, misshapen tubers. Surely, the
devil crafted that magic. Then there were the stems, which looked like the tomato’s; the flowers,
which took after the eggplant’s; and the berries, which resembled the mandrake’s and the deadly
nightshade’s. That composite sketch accused the potato of diabolic associations, and in 1596,
the Swiss botanist Gaspard Bauhin confirmed them by naming it Solanum tuberosum. Solanum
is the eggplant genus—Bauhin was classifying by structure—but it was also a frightening word. It
belongs to the family Solanaceae, the nightshades, whose members include, besides the
tomato, eggplant, and sweet pepper, the deadly nightshade, mandrake, tobacco, and henbane.
The name Solanum is believed to derive from the Latin solamen, or “quieting.” If so, the meaning
was apt. The potato’s more infamous siblings were poisons, narcotics, and witches’ spells.The
mandrake was all three. Its forked root recalled a human shape and so accorded it mysterious
powers, including the ability to help women conceive. The idea is at least as old as the book of
Genesis, which recounts how Rachel asks Leah for mandrake roots to cure her barrenness. By



the seventeenth century, the mandrake still had uses in women’s medicine, reputedly hastening
menstruation and expelling a stillborn child. But the plant was most renowned as a dangerous
soporific. Shakespeare has Iago rank it among “the drowsy syrups of the world”; the herbalists
agreed.As for henbane and the deadly nightshade (or belladonna), they were noted poisons.
Some people smoked henbane instead of tobacco, a substitution that made them giddy or put
them in a stupor “but to little profit.” Henbane and the deadly nightshade did find use in
ointments. But the English herbalist John Parkinson, among many, pleaded for “heede and care”
so that “children and others” wouldn’t eat nightshade berries, “least you shall see the lamentable
effects it worketh.” What was more, the nightshade grew as tall as the potato, and other
resemblances were well known. Most people didn’t buy or read herbals, but that simply meant
that if it took a trained eye to distinguish between the two plants, a prudent person would avoid
both.Ironically, modern science has shown that Europeans were right to approach the tuber with
caution. Potatoes, like at least 350 Solanaceae, produce steroidal alkaloids whose properties
affect members of every major taxonomic group from microbes to humans. The effect can cut
two ways, a fact that medicine has exploited, in China as well as the West. Even henbane and
the deadly nightshade have their uses, yielding hyoscyamine, from which the antispasmodic
atropine is derived. How steroidal alkaloids behave in nature is only partly understood, but they
seem to repel predators, a trait that geneticists are trying to harness. Nicotine, for instance, may
deter certain insects from eating tobacco leaves. Solanine, the potato’s alkaloid, may protect
tubers and foliage.However, solanine is also toxic to humans. Healthy tubers cause no harm, but
eating enough damaged or diseased potatoes can make a person ill. Because solanine
concentrates in potato skins, careful peeling and trimming are generally all that even a greenish
tuber, one that has been exposed to too much sunlight, needs.1 Nevertheless, the hesitation to
consume the nightshade potato wasn’t wholly misplaced. It has even been suggested that in
eighteenth-century France, where certain kinds were said to taste bitter, solanine was the
cause.But if seventeenth-century Europeans followed any kind of logic in fearing the potato, they
abandoned it in judging other nightshades. The tomato caused hesitation, but neither the
eggplant nor the sweet pepper conjured up special terrors. Tobacco, arguably the most noxious
nightshade that wasn’t an outright poison, reached Europe about the time the potato did but won
favor almost immediately. It, too, grew purplish-blue flowers like the belladonna’s, and its harsh
character was obvious. “’Tis one of Natures Extreams,” remarked Thomas Tryon in The Way to
Health in 1691. He added that only continual use could “destroy its poysonous Qualities” or inure
anyone to them. Other English herbalists praised tobacco as an expectorant or, in liquid
preparation, as a way of killing parasites and head lice. It also, so experts said, cured deafness if
placed in the ears, and eased headaches, toothaches, and kidney stones.Perhaps tobacco
escaped the nightshade curse because smoking and taking snuff were expensive leisure
activities, and potatoes were cheap and lower class. Still, even after harder truths about tobacco
were generally acknowledged, no sermons or medical advice could harm its reputation.
Conversely, no publicity campaign or medical testimony could coax people to eat potatoes.The



tuber even suffered from comparison with the wicked weed. As late as 1869, the eminent art
critic and social theorist John Ruskin called the potato the “scarcely innocent underground stem
of one of a tribe set aside for evil.” His dislike centered on tobacco, the “worst natural curse of
modern civilization,” because it encouraged idleness. Many Victorians held that sin against the
potato, but Ruskin, known otherwise for progressive views, never got that far. The tuber offended
him merely for its corrupt siblings.Doubtless unwittingly, Ruskin singled out what had plagued
the potato since its European debut. The “underground stem” was, in plain language, a root, and
in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe, root vegetables were scarcely innocent. They
were said to prompt women to menstruate or lactate, and men to produce sperm. Not every
herbalist ascribed the same properties to each root, though almost all said that roots provoked
lust. The radish, the onion, the leek, the skirret (which resembled the carrot), the turnip, the
parsnip, and the sweet potato were all given this ability. This explains why Henry VIII’s taste for
sweet potatoes wasn’t just a royal whim.Roots also upset the body, sending it into imbalance
and therefore causing illness. The onion and leek, for instance, drew strong cautions. When
Tryon said that onions sent poisonous fumes to the head, his warning was only one of a kind.
Mid-seventeenth-century herbalists cautioned that pregnant women might give birth to lunatics if
they ate too much “vaporous food,” meaning onions or beans, or that the child might have a poor
memory. Among the general population, such food was said to cause headaches and dull the
senses. This was because the plants polluted the body. They increased the “evil blood,” as did
garlic, which would “offend the Brain” if used with indiscretion.This was significant, because
fevers and infectious diseases were thought to result from inflamed blood. If roots corrupted
blood, it was only logical to say that they spread infectious disease. And around 1620 a rumor
arose, reported of France, in England, and probably elsewhere, that potatoes caused leprosy.
Why people fastened on “leprosy,” a term the seventeenth century used for various skin
diseases, is a mystery, unless the rough-skinned tuber evoked their symptoms. But even
herbalists who reasoned that way about appearance and disease asserted that plants would
cure the ailments or afflicted body parts they resembled, not cause the trouble. Besides, other
roots prompted no such rumors—surely not the sweet potato, food of the rich.All plagues have
lower-class associations, but leprosy has always elicited something particularly untouchable or
base, as the meaning of leper in common usage suggests. Whether the seventeenth century
thought the vegetable suited the disease or the disease suited the vegetable didn’t matter. The
potato, tainted by affiliation, was fast becoming a leper itself. Accordingly, for more than two
centuries, Europeans who adopted it were making a class statement about themselves, despite
—and at times because of—the social and economic advantages they gained from it.2THE
SOLACE OF MISERABLE MORTALSSauce of the poor man—a little potato with the big one.—
Irish SayingNo European nation has had a longer, more intimate partnership with the potato than
Ireland. The first Europeans to accept it as a field crop in the seventeenth century, the Irish were
also the first to embrace it as a staple, in the eighteenth. The potato emerged in Ireland partly
because it suited the soil, climate, and living conditions remarkably well, though that was also



somewhat true of other countries at later times. But what set Ireland apart was the way the
peasantry seized on the potato as a safeguard, however meager, against the tandem social
plagues of unemployment, poverty, overpopulation, and land hunger. By 1780 those afflictions
had helped push the tuber to dominance.But the dominance did not result purely from the need
to survive. Rather, the potato was universally liked. Why that should have happened among
people reputed to be superstitious has never been explained. After all, they were willing to trust
their eyes when their European neighbors were not. Again, this trust probably arose in Ireland
because the evidence of the potato’s soundness and fit was so overwhelming. But whatever the
reason, rich and poor alike willingly ate praties, as they called them, without the shame or fear
that made the tuber a pariah elsewhere.Nevertheless, even in Ireland, it became a social marker
of sorts. Those who could afford to put other things on their tables looked down on those who
couldn’t. The “sauce of the poor man,” went a saying, is “a little potato [eaten] with the big one.”It
was these Irish, the generations of poor whose only sauce was potatoes, who symbolized
Ireland to the world. The traveler Philip Luckombe wrote in 1780 that in his native England even
“the meanest cottager is better fed, better lodged, and better dressed, than the most opulent
farmers” in Ireland. He added that the poor Irish enjoyed nothing like “what our peasants reckon
the comforts of life,” knowing “no luxury but in deep potation of aqua vitae [alcohol].” However
gross the comparison, it fit what the eighteenth century expected of the poor, particularly of the
Irish. It was also assumed that the poor had many children, one expectation the Irish lived up to.
Visiting the country in the mid-1770s, the English agriculturist Arthur Young said even “the most
inattentive observer” could see the population was large. Young, sympathetic to the Irish, found
nothing wrong with that. Other Englishmen thought differently, whether from hatred of Ireland’s
Catholicism or the threat of a large, unfriendly population, or because of fears of poor people in
general.The potato was therefore implicated in both Ireland’s poverty and its population
explosion. This was easy to say because, for many Irish, the pratie held the balance between
sustenance and starvation. Even beyond that thin margin, the tuber pervaded social and
domestic life until it defined them. With time it affected everything from housekeeping to attitudes
toward marriage to the length people grew their thumbnails. Outsiders who saw this unheard-of
bond to a vegetable wrote as if the potato were Ireland, and that to appraise the country without
appraising its chief food was impossible. They were right.No one knows how the potato reached
Ireland. Legend says that in the 1590s, Sir Walter Raleigh brought it to an estate he owned at
Youghal, county Cork. The story goes that he gave tubers to his gardener, who planted them
without knowing what they were, and who mistakenly ate the berries from the stalks, not
realizing where the edible part was. If so, Raleigh had gotten these tubers in England, where
botanists had received them around 1590, but not from South America. (Unfortunately, the
romantic tale that either he or Sir Francis Drake or both introduced the potato to Europe is a
fable born of the Elizabethan imagination. Yet the story keeps reappearing; in 1991 Newsweek
reported the Drake legend as fact.) But there is no proof Raleigh brought potatoes to Ireland,
and an unknown Spanish sailor may have been responsible instead.In any case, the potato first



surfaced as a field crop in the 1640s in county Wicklow, ironically thanks to English immigrants
who liked the way it suited the Irish climate. The new plant won favor but not instant preference.
Oats remained the staple, both in Gaelic Ireland and in the so-called Anglo-Norman areas, most
of whose inhabitants traced their ancestry to Britain. The Gaelic Irish typically ate oats as
porridge, but they sometimes mixed the grain with butter and roasted it on the hearth. Butter and
dairying figured heavily in Irish life. Butter, whey, and curds made up the summer diet, before the
oat harvest in autumn. Come autumn, the Gaelic Irish buried tubs of butter to tide them over the
winter and early spring, months when their cows couldn’t graze. This practice lasted centuries.
As late as 1802 in county Tyrone’s remotest corners, a proverb went that you lived on buttermilk
in summer, the butter in winter.The oat-butter diet’s major weakness had to do with winter
scarcity. If the autumn oat harvest fell short, the Irish had little else on which to survive the lean
months. However, with another food in the larder to last the winter, life would be more secure.
The potato was such a food, which was probably why it graduated from garden to field in the first
place. Evidence suggests that several times during the 1660s and 1670s, the potato had already
become a backup during shortages, affording famine relief in certain places where grain
harvests had failed.In other countries and even in parts of Ireland, farmers saw no need for the
potato as a fallback. One reason was bread, the traditional dietary mainstay. Gaelic Ireland ate
little bread, a habit that began to change only toward the end of the seventeenth century, and
even then, not greatly. Where the purest wheaten bread inspired fierce loyalty in England and
France, in Anglo-Norman Ireland, wheat held no special power; Irish bread was usually made of
oats or mixed cereals. Even by 1809 wheaten bread was scarce in Ireland’s northern counties,
having appeared only lately, and only in wealthier homes. (The famed Irish soda bread became
common only after the mid-nineteenth century.) Still, bread was bread, and Anglo-Norman
reliance on it prevented the potato from taking hold more quickly. So did peas and beans, which
ripened early and kept well when dried. Bere, or winter barley, was important too, because it
matured in July before any other cereal did, or potatoes, for that matter.However, Ireland’s
physical and social environment was so primed for the potato, and the tuber offered so many
blessings, that it couldn’t stay in the background forever. The wet climate, for one, was greatly
responsible. This sounds odd, given that the plant came from the altiplano, but potatoes thrive
on rain, of which Ireland gets plenty. The west receives sixty inches yearly, the southwest coast
as much as eighty, most coming during winter and autumn. But the air can be moist in any
season, as visitors have learned to their dismay, with wet leather refusing to dry and “waterproof
cloaks” being somewhat less than advertised. Fittingly, the Irish language has specific words to
describe dew, kinds of drizzle, medium rain, heavy rain, downpour, pelting rain, wet weather,
and wet weather that may cause flooding.The water-loving potato not only benefited from the
climate but withstood it when other crops didn’t. Eighteenth-century food shortages often
resulted from intense rain, more likely to injure grain stalks growing aboveground than tubers
beneath. The same kind of protection helped during seventeenth-century revolts and invasions,
or eighteenth-century brigandage. Where grain and livestock made easy pillaging, potatoes



were harder to destroy.For reasons undiscovered until the present century, the weather also
safeguarded the potato’s health. Despite the lethal blight that brought on the Great Famine of
1845–49, Ireland’s habitat shielded the potato. The country’s first serious, sustained outbreak of
potato disease—“taint,” or dry rot—didn’t occur until the 1830s. Before then, the most talked-
about European potato disease was “curl,” a scourge that arrived from North America around
1764. Curl is a viral malady that distorts and stunts foliage and tubers, reducing yields by 75
percent or more and causing the surviving tubers to dwarf. None of this takes place, however,
without the help of the aphid that carries the virus, and there the Irish climate intervenes. Rain
and strong prevailing winds—the Irish language has many words for those too—keep the pest at
bay. As a result, when curl began ravaging England in the 1770s and threatened to end potato
cultivation there, Ireland escaped mostly untouched.Ireland’s habitat favors the potato in other
ways too. In western Ireland particularly, thanks to the Gulf Stream, winter and spring are mild for
a northern latitude. An early-nineteenth-century writer noted how snow rarely occurred, and frost
only three or four times a winter, seldom for long stretches. Only once every ten or twelve years,
he said, did a river freeze over. Irish summers are usually cool and moderate, perfect potato
weather, with July temperatures averaging 53°F, except in the southeast, where they are 60°F.
August is as warm as July, while September, the month of the autumnal equinox, is as mild as
June, the time of the summer solstice. Consequently, the growing season is long, steadily mild,
and late. By contrast, Aroostook County, Maine, is five degrees latitude south of Cork, yet the
potato-growing season is only seventy-five days. Farmers sometimes have to bulldoze the snow
off their fields before spring planting.As it happened, Ireland’s mildness particularly favored the
early European potato, which grew foliage and flowers aplenty when daylight was long but no
tubers until daylight shortened to twelve hours. The altiplano, lying between the equator and the
Tropic of Capricorn, regularly provided such days, but northern Europe didn’t. That was why
contemporary botanists described such a florid, wild-looking plant; it spent the summer bursting
with branches but didn’t get down to business until late autumn. Spain, Italy, and southern
France also provided mild, frost-free autumns, but the potato attracted little support there.Over
the centuries, the European plant evolved to permit earlier harvests, but the true early bearers
belonged to a different, long-day subspecies. Northern Europe could have used long-day
cultivars (a cultivar is a variety originating as a domesticate), but breeders didn’t oblige until the
1850s. Consequently, when the tuber reached northern Europe, Ireland was the nation best
suited to it. By the 1680s, the only other places to see it leave the garden were Flanders, the
German Palatinate, the eastern French provinces of Franche-Comté and Vosges, and, possibly,
parts of northwest England.However, if the Irish climate seldom turned as cold as Maine’s, fuel
considerations were nevertheless important, in themselves and concerning the potato’s role in
the kitchen. The pervasive damp was nasty enough to make staying warm a prime creature
comfort, probably the one the Irish ranked second, after a full stomach. Since fuel was plentiful
and cheap, whereas cloth and money to buy it were scarce, Irish peasants preferred to keep a
constant fire burning and skimp on clothes. The custom drew comment in both the eighteenth



and nineteenth centuries. With characteristic reasoning, Young praised the Irish for taking
greater pains to feed their children than clothe them, the happy opposite, he said, of English
practice. But an unnamed author writing in the prestigious Edinburgh Review in 1822 turned this
argument upside down. The Irish were “content to vegetate in rags and wretchedness,” this
writer said, “provided they are able to obtain a sufficient supply of potatoes.” That was the view
most outsiders had. Even government examiners, normally an impassive group, raised their
eyebrows when confronting evidence of a ragged population. A government panel in 1836 asked
Galway witnesses what the yearly expenditure was on clothes, only to be told “it would be fairer
to ask what was the five yearly expenditure on clothes.” The examiners supplied the
italics.Ireland was lucky to have a cheap, plentiful fuel supply, because there was hardly any
wood. Starting in the early seventeenth century, Irish forests had been cut down and sold to
make casks. Trade was brisk and profits high, but the destruction denuded the countryside.
Young said the want of trees gave Ireland a “naked, bleak dreary view.” Some seventy years
later, another observer guessed there were “probably thousands of women and children on the
western coast” who had never seen “a shrub more than four feet high.” His remark implied that
men had a better chance of seeing them because they traveled elsewhere looking for work.
Lending credence to that was the story of the eight-year-old daughter of a coastal county Mayo
hotelkeeper. When the girl visited a nearby inland town, she saw trees along the road and feared
they would fall on her.Coal was less common in Ireland than England, though during the
eighteenth century, it began to appear in Irish towns. In 1752 people called Kilkenny “a
marvelous place” because it had “fire without smoke” (coal) and “water without mud” (paved
streets). Irish coal imports rose sharply toward the end of the century, a mark of growing
affluence. But most Irish couldn’t afford coal and wouldn’t have had the equipment to burn it.
Instead, they dug peat, known as turf, from the many bogs peculiar to the country. Turf is a moss
that withers and turns to pulp. The turf-gatherer dug it with a spade, then cut it and spread it out
to dry. A nineteenth-century Irish diarist thought the finest turf was that “kneaded by the feet and
then made into sods with the hands by women.” Whether that recipe yielded the best fuel or not,
high-quality turf kindled easily and gave a bright, clean flame. It burned without tending and,
unlike coal, remained lit even if moved or disturbed.Consequently, cutting turf was an important
chore for Irish peasants, said to be as vital as harvesting grain. The right to gather it figured in
negotiations to rent land. Happy was the tenant whose lease included this right, especially if the
leaseholder didn’t demand a bribe to secure it. However, just because turf was abundant didn’t
mean it always answered the peasants’ needs. Heavy rains might wet it so that it couldn’t dry,
and when that happened, the cottager was in trouble. Two notable instances of this occurred in
the nineteenth century. In 1839 southwestern Ireland was drenched severely, and turf wouldn’t
kindle. A German traveler reported that Cape Clear villagers drew lots to see whose house
would be pulled down to supply fuel for the rest. But even this desperate sacrifice went awry, he
said. With more people huddled around fewer hearths, typhus quickly spread. In 1848, the
height of the Great Famine, a county Wicklow landowner’s wife told her diary that heavy summer



rains had kept turf from drying. She wondered what people would do during the winter, which
promised to be hard.Even dry turf could be a nasty beast, one that took poorly to domestication.
Low-quality turf in particular created an unpleasant smell and stung the eyes, though that might
have been less noticeable with better ventilation. Good ventilation, however, was precisely what
the peasants’ cabins didn’t have. “It is true,” Young wrote, “they have not always chimneys to their
cabbins, the door serving for that and window too: if their eyes are not affected with the smoke, it
may be an advantage in warmth.” Up to the Great Famine, other writers said much the same,
and their eyes were affected. When the Poor Inquiry reported on peasant living conditions in
1836, it repeatedly noted how dark, cramped, damp, and smoky the cabins were. The sole
difference from Young’s day was that windows were more common. But even there, the inquiry
found, progress was mixed. When the glass broke, the hole was plugged up, not repaired.The
cabins, the survey said, were usually one room, twelve feet by thirteen or so, or, if two rooms, as
large as twelve by twenty-one. The walls were most often mud or clay, with the roofs thatched
with sod, reeds, straw, potato stalks, or a combination of these. The roofs often leaked, making
the dirt floors muddy and forcing the inhabitants to move their beds during heavy rains. Kitchens
were rudimentary. Many cabins had the turf fire on the ground against a wall. When chimneys
existed, they were usually wickerwork, not stone, though occasionally clay or mud daubed on
wooden frames, a singular construction that many writers commented on. Frequently, however,
cabins had only a hole in the roof. Smoke left through the door, which meant acrid fumes
“attacked the eyes, and were intolerable to those who were unaccustomed to it.” Even where
there was a flue, the lack of an external chimney kept the smoke from exiting properly. An
observer who saw Ireland six years before the Poor Inquiry said that the smoke escaped through
every crack and opening, giving the impression the cabin was on fire. His first impulse, he said,
was to raise the alarm. But he cheerfully admitted that as an Englishman he was quick to panic
at such things.More than one visitor pointed out that they, the newcomers, were the ones likely
to suffer. Even so, that doesn’t mean the Irish were completely insensible to their own comfort.
Young thought that some of the women’s complexions resembled “smoked ham,” a poignant
comment on people celebrated for their beauty. And the Irish were conscious of the smoke to
some extent, because they assumed strangers couldn’t tolerate it. Luckombe wrote that when
he entered peasants’ cabins in county Tipperary, he was offered a low stool—the only one in the
house—so that he would be sitting below the gathering cloud of fumes. The children,
meanwhile, nestled around the fire almost naked, toes in the ashes. Other observers told similar
stories.But how hardened the Irish were or weren’t is beside the point. Rather, having traded
fresh air for warmth, and living under conditions in which complex cooking was a chore, the Irish
were bound to think the potato presented advantages. In other words, fuel and household
considerations help explain why the tuber found its niche in Ireland. Preparation was simpler
than that of oats: no threshing, no drying, no long-bubbling cauldron to stir for porridge or griddle
to mind, as with oatcakes. A meal of potatoes needed only digging, washing, and either boiling
or, less often, roasting in embers. Peeling took place at the dinner table. Cooking required



almost no tending, so therefore no faceful of smoke. Not that the Irish adopted the potato
because they suddenly decided that they hated their hearth fires. After all, they had prepared
other foods before the tuber came and did so afterward. However, anything that became a staple
had to be simple, especially if it was to compete.Simplicity, and the fuel that allowed it, also
yielded a social advantage: A child could roast potatoes safely without an adult’s help. Young
reported that “children eat potatoes all day long, even those of a year old will be roasting them.”
He may have exaggerated the youthfulness of these chefs, but clearly the Irish had realized the
virtues of quick snacks that children got for themselves. Such snacks demanded no utensils or
culinary skill and satisfied hunger without the child having to wait for organized meals. Young,
knowing that many of his readers disdained the Irish and would think their family life barbaric,
saw fit to extract a moral. He said that giving the children the run of the larder was more open-
handed than the English practice of keeping the bread and meat locked away.However, the
social benefit the Irish obtained from quick, easy meals was in part drawn from necessity.
Peasant cabins, at least those of poor cottagers, were sparsely equipped. Typical furnishings
included a pot for boiling potatoes, a rude table, several three-legged stools, a knife, several
plates, and a spoon. An American woman who saw Ireland in 1844 believed that cooking and
eating habits had not “varied for two centuries.” They depended, she said, on a turf fire, a
wooden stool, a pot, and a griddle. She had practical experience on this point, too. While in
county Kerry, she was dismayed to find that the inn where she was staying couldn’t prepare the
cocoa she had brought. The only pots the inn possessed were a large kettle for potatoes and a
small one for tea. Maybe she was luckier than she knew, because among the peasantry, a large
kettle served many uses. It not only boiled the potatoes, it was a washbasin, a barricade to keep
animals out of the cabin, a dish from which children and pigs ate, a wastecan, and “alternately a
vessel of honour and dishonour.” Some people emptied the kettle once the potatoes were boiled
and inverted it to use as a table.The dearth of furniture, kitchen equipment, and eating utensils
among Ireland’s poor made the tuber a godsend. If cottagers had these furnishings, so much the
better, but if they didn’t, the potato diet didn’t require their purchase. That allowed the household
budget to stretch farther, helpful to a tenant-farming peasantry that seldom saw currency. Or, as
some writers said, it let households exist. Of course, there were social undertones. Travelers
noticed, sometimes with a shudder, that the poorer Irish sat on dirt floors and ate with their
fingers. But the custom of eating with the hands, a habit that has long helped color the potato as
low class, differed little from peasant manners elsewhere. It wasn’t as if utensils were common.
The knife was eighteenth-century Europe’s principal dining implement. French peasants carried
one everywhere, even to eat at someone else’s home. Forks were new, having reached royal
households only as the sixteenth century ended and then gradually filtering down the social
scale. Two hundred years later, forks remained rare in such places as America, northeastern
France, and southern Germany.The tools inside the house were only part of the picture,
however. Just as important, if not more, was the absence of one in the field: the plow. The plow
had always underlined social rank on the land, because only the nobility, wealthy landowners, or



better-off farmers could afford one. In late-eighteenth-century Ireland, even an inexpensive
model might cost forty shillings, or what a cottager paid in yearly rent. As a result, most farmers
went without—and a half-century later, they were still without. The Poor Inquiry heard from
witnesses who said “there are not six ploughs in the barony” of Murrisk, county Mayo. Cottagers
in two county Leitrim baronies reportedly had none. A county Cork landowner wrote in 1880 that
when he inherited his estate forty years before, there were things called plows on it. Only they
were iron-tipped logs, incapable of turning a furrow, and looked like pictures of implements the
ancient Romans used.The lack of plows, especially the clumsy, wooden prototype, wasn’t
necessarily a drawback. Ireland had the spade, a cheaper, easily fashioned, and adaptable tool.
Many varieties existed. A common kind was the loy, which had a narrow handle five feet long,
and a blade whose top right-hand edge protruded to form a footrest, much like the Andean
taclla. The Irish spade could cut, turn over ground, or strip sod away, which made it useful for
preparing fields for planting. The long blade and footrest permitted deep digging, and the back
of the blade broke up clods. The blade’s curved shape allowed solid objects such as potatoes to
be lifted undamaged and deftly set aside. Its sharp edge severed roots, scraped away weeds,
and chopped up hard soil.Moreover, even if Irish tenant farmers had possessed plows, like the
Andean highland dwellers, they lacked the horses to pull them. A horse was an even more
distinctive mark of rank in Ireland than a plow, because it offered refined pleasures like hunting
and visiting neighbors in a carriage. The poor, of course, had other worries. What money they
could spare to buy livestock was better spent on pigs, cows, or chickens. Milk and eggs fetched
precious cash, and selling the animals helped pay the rent. Those tenant farmers who kept
horses generally had only one, so that plowing by a team, the ideal, was impossible. A visitor to
county Tyrone in 1822 noticed that horses were so rare, any tenant farmer who wished to borrow
one had a long wait.Men with spades were always available, however. Unemployment was
Ireland’s chronic ill, visible in the crowds of hopeful laborers that gathered on large estates and
in towns and cities. Paid work was so scarce that hundreds of men might walk ten or twenty
miles on a rumor they would find it. Wherever they assembled, boys sometimes hid among
them, standing on stones to appear taller, trying to fool the foremen. Every spring, workers from
Connacht, a poor western province, traveled eastward, looking to earn cash and board as extra
hands for haymaking and the harvest. By the mid-eighteenth century, some Irish were making
their springtime migration to England, where wages were higher, and returning in autumn with
the money they had saved.To fit their meager resources—spades and the workers to wield them
—Irish farmers had developed a method of cultivation. The method was the so-called lazy bed,
also called ridge planting, forms of which date back to ancient and medieval times. Each ridge
was a rectangular plot, separated from its neighbors by a shallow trench, to create raised
planting beds. For potato culture, the beds were five feet to nine feet wide, depending on local
custom, and the trenches a foot and a half to three feet wide. Using a spade, the farmer turned
over the soil and applied lime and fertilizer, the latter usually animal dung, or, near the coast,
seaweed. With a spade or a dibble, an iron-tipped rod called a stiveen, the farmer then dropped



the seed potatoes into the bed. Ten workers could turn over an acre’s worth of beds in one day;
forty might spend a day sowing the acre.For an effort involving so many hands, lazy bed is an
odd name. One historian thinks the term derives from the French verb laisser, “to leave” or “to
let,” as in laissez-faire. If so, perhaps the connection came about because neither the lazy bed
nor its chief resident, the potato, requires much care after planting. In any event, to those who
disliked spade culture for scientific or social reasons, the lazy bed gave further evidence of
sloppy husbandry. By the nineteenth century, critics were saying it mocked honest labor. That a
farmer might plant, leave matters to nature, yet harvest sufficient food—and what odious food—
was too much to stand. No wonder the phrase lazy bed came to evoke that most terrible
Victorian sin, indolence. Ironically, the gentlemen who frowned when they said it probably had no
inkling the words might be related to the name of their guiding star, laissez-faire economics.Like
any method, the lazy bed had careless practitioners, and Irish agriculture was backward in some
ways. Nevertheless, even a few critics who preferred the plow conceded that the lazy bed was
useful. The raised beds allowed drainage, vital in Ireland’s climate, and cheaply. Underground
drainage, a more efficient but costly alternative, didn’t appear until the second half of the
eighteenth century. Some areas didn’t receive it until the late nineteenth or early twentieth
century. Furthermore, the lazy bed had looser soil than plowed land, providing a nourishing
environment for crop roots. To some degree, the beds also protected the seeds from frost or
human destruction. In addition, the landscape didn’t always permit plowing, as on hillsides or
near bogs. However, the weightiest argument, so to speak, lay with the potato. In 1836 the Poor
Inquiry learned that, depending on the type of potato, the soil, and the region, per-acre yields
averaged 6.5 to 8.5 tons, sometimes more.Simple arithmetic shows what that meant. Edward
Wakefield, who spent the years 1809 to 1811 traveling through Ireland, calculated that each
member of a potato-eating family consumed, on average, 5.5 pounds daily. He believed the
amount varied with the season, the soil, and how the family cooked their potatoes. Nevertheless,
at the 5.5 figure, one acre’s worth would feed six people for a year (5.5 x 6 x 365 = 12,045
pounds, or about 6 tons). Wakefield further cited the case of a farmer who, on a single hectare
(2.47 acres), fattened four bullocks and eighteen pigs, produced seed tubers for four acres, and
fed his family of twenty. No doubt this family ate other food as well, because the number of
animals implies a prosperous household (the sort Wakefield would have interviewed most
comfortably anyway). Nevertheless, the example does illustrate the huge advantage the potato
gave the land-poor Irish peasant.The figure of 5.5 pounds per day also suggests a remarkable
fact about the Irish dinner table. Wakefield’s arithmetic model family of six included young
children who couldn’t eat as much. The man of the house, the laborer, probably consumed the
difference, which put his daily intake at eight to ten pounds. Visitors shook their heads, amazed
at such a repetitive and, they thought, gross diet. Such food could not, they said, give a laborer
the fuel to work hard. Even Wakefield, sympathetic to the peasantry in some ways, thought that
relying so heavily on “vegetable food” was debilitating. He longed to see “the mass of the people
in Ireland enjoying a comfortable meal of good beef fed upon the pastures of the country.” As



Luckombe had pointed out thirty years before and as Wakefield well knew, the Irish peasantry
seldom ate meat.Luckombe’s contemporary Arthur Young dissented. He asked how the potato
could be “unwholesome food” if the poor Irish who lived on it were robust, attractive, vigorous
people with many children. “I will not assert,” Young wrote, “that potatoes are a better food than
bread and cheese,” the supposed English staple. He insisted, however, that a full belly of one
was “much better than half a bellyfull of the other.” The statement enraged his countrymen,
because he was suggesting the Irish poor ate better than their English counterparts. Further, he
allowed that Irish milk was superior to the small beer, gin, or tea the English drank. This
comparison drew less attention, but it was vital. If the Irish family had a cow or access to dairy
products, their diet included the calcium and vitamin A the potato lacked. It was only when they
couldn’t get enough milk, butter, or other source of vitamin A that their diet failed them.This isn’t
to pretend that five or six pounds of praties made exciting daily fare, especially if the kitchen
wanted tools or the cook imagination. The potato is a versatile vegetable, but having only a lone
kettle sharply reduces the chance of making culinary magic with it. Therefore, it says something
that a cultivar called the Irish Apple, introduced in the 1770s, caught on quickly and brought high
prices. The Apple was famous for, among other things, its mealy consistency when boiled. So
boiled the potatoes were, with peels on, the poorer folk scraping them off with a thumbnail kept
long for the purpose. Sometimes the Irish fried their praties in butter, perhaps having boiled them
first, the latter treatment producing a sort of potato cake. The rich served their potatoes boiled
with skins on, and had them brought to the table several times during a meal, fresh and
hot.There were variations, if rare, even in what the poor ate. One was colcannon, or cale-
cannon, turnips or cabbage mashed up with potatoes and stewed. (A northern version, popular
in county Armagh, substituted beans for the turnips and cabbage.) Colcannon entered English
usage in 1774, but the dish may be older. What is more certain is that colcannon was a treat—
few cottagers grew turnips or cabbages. That didn’t stop it from becoming a delicacy, however,
because the peasants reportedly liked to steal the missing ingredients now and then. When Irish
immigrants came to the United States, they introduced colcannon to American cuisine. A
Philadelphia cookbook published in 1850 gave a recipe for the dish, meant to accompany
corned beef, salt pork, or bacon.Another delicacy was cobbledy, potatoes with milk, salted
butter, salt, pepper, and onions. In 1834, a traveler happened on this dish in county Donegal, the
first time in Ireland he’d ever eaten potatoes that weren’t boiled in their skins. The cook mashed
them, added a pint of boiled onions, mashed the mixture, put in a quart of milk and a lump of
butter, and stirred until the whole was like cream. The result, the traveler reported, was “by no
means despicable in the sight of a hungry man.”A decade before the Great Famine, cobbledy
perhaps seemed remarkable because the plain boiled potato had come to dominate the Irish
diet. It was thought to be, as a leading nineteenth-century English cookbook implied, an Irish
specialty. Irish domestic life in that era, when nearly half the country lived on potatoes, made it
hard to imagine when the tuber did not rule. That time wasn’t so far in the past, however. The
eighteenth century had begun with the potato in a purely supporting role, a position that didn’t



change anywhere in Ireland for forty years. During those four decades, oats or bread remained
the center of the Irish diet. Potatoes were winter food or hardship fare. By the 1740s, only in
Munster, the province where the tuber might have first reached Ireland, was it anyone’s staple,
and then only of the poorest people. According to some accounts, even pigs did not eat them,
living instead on grain, beech-mast, or garbage.The potato’s importance was visible and
growing, though. Perhaps nothing showed this more clearly than what happened when calamity
struck. The famine of 1728–29, which killed thousands, came about because the oat crop failed,
and potatoes alone could not make up the difference. It was this famine that prompted Jonathan
Swift to write his classic pamphlet, “A Modest Proposal.” Swift’s essay is best known for its
absurd premise—get rid of the Irish poor by eating their children—his metaphor for what he
thought Britain was doing to Ireland. Symbolism aside, though, Swift’s starting point was factual.
He noted that signs of poverty appeared in Dublin and the countryside, on streets and in homes.
He said that everywhere one saw “beggars of the female sex, followed by three, four, or six
children, all in rags and importuning every passenger for an alms.” Swift added that this situation
would not soon improve, because employment was rare and “money a thing unknown.” Further,
he fixed Ireland’s population at 1.5 million. Historians suspect the true figure was perhaps twice
that. But his warning was ominous enough and would be repeated in other forms, if in those less
critical of Britain.A much more severe famine occurred in 1740–41, when an unusually cold
winter froze the potatoes in storage (they were kept outside, in pits), and the oat crop failed.
Starvation and disease wiped out entire villages, and bodies lay on the roads. The countrywide
toll might have reached two hundred thousand to four hundred thousand, or some 10 percent or
more of the population. It was eighteenth-century Ireland’s worst disaster. Nothing like it
happened again until the Great Famine.The two eighteenth-century famines underlined
problems in the farm calendar. Irish oats ripened in October, later than in lowland Scotland,
England, or France, whereas potatoes were ready in September, and early bearers in August. If
the oats failed, the potatoes had to last through the winter and summer until the next crop.
Whether that happened depended not only on the size of the harvest but its keeping quality,
because Ireland’s dampness spoiled most potatoes after eight months or so. When the Irish
Apple appeared in the 1770s, it offered a unique virtue: It kept longer. Young heard that the
Apple lasted two years, though that was either a tall tale or a singularly lucky occurrence. In any
case, the Apple had to grow before it filled anyone’s storage pit. If the crop failed, unless
reserves picked up the slack, there would be two hard months before the oat harvest, and
another six before the next potato planting. Therefore, neither oats nor potatoes alone promised
security, though the potato might deliver it if nothing went wrong.As the eighteenth century
progressed, that was the risk more Irish were taking. For example, in 1752, a clergyman visiting
county Mayo saw peasants living on oat cakes, potatoes, and buttermilk. Twenty-five years later,
Young found there that the potato and milk was the diet of the poor. The luckier ones had small
amounts of herring, cockles, and oatmeal too. Young also observed about an estate in county
Meath that potato culture had “increased 20 fold within 20 years.” Some historians think this



judgment applies to much of Ireland, and it may, but Young did find districts in which the potato
was as common several decades before his tour as during it. The tuber’s importance also varied
by region, with the south depending on it earlier and more completely than the north. However,
it’s probably safe to say the potato first became the country’s chief staple by 1780, while noting
that the process was gradual and that some places had succumbed sooner.This doesn’t mean
that by 1780 the potato had crowded out everything else from field and table. Oats were still part
of the diet, particularly in the north, where stirabout, or thick porridge, remained a staple. Wheat
cultivation and flour milling became more widespread toward the century’s end, especially in the
eastern counties, though much of the flour was exported to England. Meat appeared on some
Irish farm tables, though usually such farms were at least forty or fifty acres, a sizable holding
then. Consequently, the potato wasn’t every Irish person’s food, first, last, and always.
Nevertheless, Luckombe could aptly observe in 1780 that the “common Irish” subsisted on
potatoes and milk year round, “without tasting either bread or meat, except perhaps at
Christmas once or twice.”
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Peter G, “Five Stars. Easy read, good book.”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Brilliant book. Great read and very interesting . I know all about spuds
niw”
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